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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Appeal hearing about Sunset-Bronson Tower .scheduled for Tuesday Aug. 9

Gunsunan Bilge <obilge@outlook.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 8:47 AM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Dickinson
I have been a resident of the OAKS community for 50 years. The proposed development will impact not only the traffic 
on Hollywood and Bronson but also on Franklin and Bronson. In an emergency we will not be able to get out .Please 
have the PLUM committee consider this before approving changes in the current zoning.
Thank you. G. Bilge. 2523 Canyon. Oak dr.
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

PLUM Meeting about Sunset-Bronson Tower, scheduled for Tuesday August 9

Milan Herzog <mherzog08@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 10:50 AM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Dickinson

RE: PLUM Meeting about Sunset-Bronson Tower, scheduled for Tuesday August 9

I have been a resident of the OAKS community for the last 37 years and I have seen the development going on in Hollywood 
resulting in an enonnous increase in traffic. Whereas I understand that this is progress and part of growing urbanization, I would 
like to point out some of the problems that the proposed tower at Sunset and Bronson will create for the 600+ families that live in 
the OAKS as well as the other people who live in the surrounding communities.

I am informed that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was completed. With regard to traffic, the report states that the project 
will create "significant and unavoidable" impacts on the following intersections: Bronson and Hollywood, Bronson and 
Sunset, the 101 northbound on ramp at Hollywood Blvd, and Van Ness and Sunset.

I would like to point out that, not only will the above intersections be impacted but it will have a significant impact on Bronson 
and Franklin.

I wonder if that intersection was part of the EIR study and if not, why not.

Bronson is a two lane street with many apartments and if800+ cars are going to use Bronson to enter and exit the tower, it will 
create a major traffic problem, even if the cars just use the Hollywood ramp to access the 10 IN freeway. In order to go to the 10 IN 
onramp on Hollywood, the cars will have to go North on Bronson, turn right at Hollywood and then left on to the ramp, even now 
it is not easy to access this ramp at rush hour. This will not only create a massive backup on Bronson as well as Hollywood, but 
MOST IMPORTANTLY it will impact the response time for the Fire Department -the fire station is located right at that comer. 
This creates a major Public Safety issue.

In the last 37 years I have seen traffic grow enormously, where as it took us a maximum 10 minutes to get from the comer of 
Bronson and Sunset to Franklin and Bronson, it now takes almost 20-30 minutes to traverse the same distance. I shudder to think 
what will happen, even if only 50% of the 800 cars use that street.

This brings me to the issue raised in the appeals to the Planning Commission, about the project being inconsistent with the 
Hollywood Community Plan and the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan as it is not located near a high capacity transit hub. I 
completely agree with this statement. This location is not near either of the two Metro stations to the East (Hollywood & Western) 
and West (Argyle & Hollywood).

No one walks in this area particularly after dark, as this area is known for its high crime rate. Why would anyone walk especially 
when so many parking spots will be available?

I believe that 830 parking spots is almost 40% more than required by law

It is not only a matter of traffic jams, but also an issue of Public Safety; those of us who live in the OAKS have very limited 
choices of getting in & out of this area. What happens if there is an emergency—Fire or Earthquake, we will be trapped if Bronson 
and /or Franklin Ave and Hollywood Blvd are backed up?

I urge the City Council PLUM Committee to take into consideration all these issues before approving the project and allowing 
the building to be larger than allowed by the current zoning.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Shanta Herzog

2511 Mt. Beacon Terrace

Los Angeles, Ca 90068
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacify.org>

against the Bronson Sunset Tower Plan

Vincent Paterson <vlpla@sbcglobal.net> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 1:08 PM
Reply-To: Vincent Paterson <vlpla@sbcglobal.net>
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Dickinson,
It must be that the city planners who are bucking all rules to let this building begin 
certainly don't reside in this neighborhood.

New jobs being created, yes.
But the traffic in this area for most of the day is absolutely deplorable.
There are only single lanes on Bronson going north and south.
There can be lines of traffic from Hollywood Blvd to Franklin for hours.
There is no turning arrow on Franklin.
Cars constantly block the intersection at Franklin and Bronson and no police ever ticket them.

This Tower is one of the worst ideas conceivable in one of the worst situations imaginable. IT 
MAKES NO SENSE.

My vote is to stop it at all costs.
Thanks for listening.

Vincent Paterson

One T Productions, Inc.
http://www.vincentpaterson.com
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Sunset and Bronson Tower

Roily Kent <rollykent@mac.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 1:12 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Ms Dickinson:

The large building proposed for the corner of Sunset and Bronson at 5901 Sunset will benefit few people in the 
community other than its developers. After the construction workers leave, after the money is in the bank accounts of 
the owners and backers, what will be left is a daily grind of over 800 cars coming in and out of the property backing 
traffic up far to the north. I have lived at 5501 Tuxedo Terrace for 22 years. Bronson is the one street that people in the 
Oaks travel into and from their homes on. The lack of planning on the City’s part has meant that in the past five years 
businesses at the corner of Franklin and Bronson; traffic backed up on Franklin from Western to the 101 west; 
pedestrian traffic, Scientology traffic; cars coming from Yucca onto Bronson; businesses at the corner of Hollywood and 
Bronson; traffic in and out of apartments on Bronson between Hollywood and Sunset— already at times gridlocked, will 
now have to deal with 800 more cars entering-exiting onto Bronson at Sunset.

Why is the entry and exit on Bronson?

And what sense does this project make as to the Metro? The nearest station is at Vine and Hollywood! If public 
transportation is such a star-turn for this project, why have any cars at all in 5901 Sunset? Who needs cars?

I agree with the appeals to the Planning Dept’s vote. It’s an unnecessary project.

Herbert Kent
5501 Tuxedo Terrace
Los Angeles CA 90068
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Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

Kathi Sanger <drpdedblnd@aol.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 1:33 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Sharon,
I am against the building of the Sunset and Bronson office tower. As a long time resident of the Oaks, the traffic is bad 
already and this would make it much worse. Please don't approve this.

Thank you.

Kathi Sanger 
Hill Oak Drive 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90068

Sent from my iPad

Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>
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Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

Martin Brickman <martinbrickman@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 2:25 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Dickson:
I have lived off Bronson Avenue for almost forty years during which the street traffic has increasingly congested. I invite 
anyone interested to observe it at rush hour. Maneuvering in my neighborhood on the streets and freeway on ramps 
has become extremely problematic. With the many new projects already underway in this neighborhood, it will 
doubtlessly become much worse. The addition of yet another commercial development, especially one not near any 
transportation arteries will continue to degrade the quality of life here. I would like to be recorded as being in firm 
opposition to the construction of this project.
Yours truly,
Martin Brickman, M.D.

martinbrickman@gmail.com
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd)

Stephen Sian <stephen@designguide.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 2:35 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>
Cc: Oaks Homeowner Association <announcements@oakshome.org>, Katherine Shaw <kathshaw2233@gmail.com>

Dear Ms. Dickinson,

I am writing to you to express my great concern over approving this project as it is designed

I am an Architect who has lived and worked within that area for 25 years and have watched the new Hollywood grow. As 
a 10 year member of the Board of Directors for the Los Angeles Architecture and Design Museum, I appreciate well 
planned development as we have experienced with certain projects in the area that promote a reasonable growth. 
However 5901 Sunset Blvd as proposed is not one of them. This development is grossly over programmed and contains 
extreme design flaws for the specific site and context.

Traffic Effects:

Currently there is serious vehicular traffic congestion on Bronson Ave, both northbound and southbound during rush 
hours with just the surface lot that now exists (I am not sure of the number of cars that park on that lot currently). I 
cannot see how adding 830 cars into this pattern will work at all. This will be a terrible mistake to allow to happen. 
Proposing access and egress to the site from Bronson is not possible for that many cars without extraordinary 
problems. To make a left turn while travelling north on Bronson during peak hours will be next to impossible as cars 
travelling south on Bronson will block the access area. Then leaving the site to access the 101 freeway via Sunset will 
be awkward and problematic, as there is not enough road length to allow the expected number of cars to que on Bronson 
in order to make a left turn onto Sunset towards the freeway entrances. Also heading north on Bronson from the project 
and then turning west to gain access to the 101 from Franklin is not easy either as that portion of the Bronson is always 
bumper to bumper during rush hours and the light at the Franklin intersection allowing left turns, allows approximately 4 
cars per light sequence. Also, the traffic coming east along Franklin during rush hours can be queued all the way to 
Wilten or even as far as Western Ave, often blocking Bronson Avenue as cars attempt to cross Franklin heading south. 
Adding a considerable amount of cars as proposed, into this area and with drivers seeking alternative ways around this 
density, will choke all the streets in the area and cause daily havoc. Will reduce quality of life, make it unsafe for 
pedestrians trying to cross the road, cause dangerous situations for children & bicyclists and will ultimately reduce 
property values.

Project:

300,000 SF of rentable space is grossly over programmed for the area and does not meet or even come close to any 
current planning restrictions in density, height & setbacks. The prosed 15 stories with basically no setbacks on the 

south, east and west of the property, will negatively affect the overall feel of that corner, will create shadow over 
residential areas and generally an over powering scale and detrimental effect. Views, light and a sense of openness will 
be taken away from all adjacent properties, both commercial and residential. This building is also out of scale to any 
building on the corner, will ruin the enjoyment of driving along Bronson or Sunset Blvd and sets up an improper 
precedence for future developments. There is also not enough public transportation to support this building.

I feel this project needs to be aggressively scaled back to within reason and real traffic studies and environmental 
Impact reports produced and all obvious issues mitigated before any type of approval be granted.
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I would like to present these issues at the public hearing on Tuesday or if not present, have this letter read to all in 
attendance.

8/9/2016 City of Los Angeles Mail - Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd)

Sincerely,

Stephen Sian, AIA

Architect

5631 Hollywood Blvd 

Los Angeles Ca 90028 

323.769.1100x206

k.fc .Lt wuassu&v-m

The project is a 15 Story office building with 274,000 sq ft of office space and 26,000 sq ft of retail Space. Parking for 
830 vehicles on 7 levels is proposed. The vehicular traffic enters and exits off of Bronson Avenue. The project requires a 
series of legal changes which will allow the building to be larger than allowed by the current zoning.
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

FW: Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd.)

Johnson, Robert <Robert.Johnson@mto.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 2:23 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>
Cc: "Marilyn Johnson (oaksmarilyn@gmail.com)" <oaksmarilyn@gmail.com>, "David Ryu (david.ryu@lacity.org)" 
<david.ryu@lacity.org>

Sharon,

It will be absolutely outrageous and unforgiveable if this project is finally 
approved. It should be denied on appeal and otherwise the courts should 
enter a restraining order to prevent construction. If you or any of your 
colleagues have ever been at the corners of Franklin & Bronson at any rush 
hour, you will see how impossible for residents of the Oaks to get out of the 
neighborhood because the intersection is always blocked with traffic. It is 
also extremely difficult and slow for fire engines to get into the neighborhood

Despite many complaints for the past five years, the City has done 
nothing/zero/zilch to help alleviate the traffic problem, such as by stationing a 
traffic cop at the intersection during rush hour. Having done nothing to help 
residents of the area, the City now proposes to seriously aggravate the 
problem by approving exceptions to the existing zoning rules. It’s 
ABSOLUTELY OUTRAGEOUS!!!

Hopefully our City Council member for our area, David RYU is doing what he 
can to protect our neighborhood!!!!! We in the Oaks will have very long 
memories about this issue at the next election, and he will lose widespread 
support in our neighborhood if he fails to support the residents who currently 
live and vote in the neighborhood. David is well aware of the current TRAFFIC 
NIGHTMARE which the City so far acknowledges, but chooses to do nothing 
to mitigate the problem and now willfully proposes to compound the problem 
by permitting exceptions to its rules to support outsized development.

Robert Johnson
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From: announcements=oakshome.org@bb46.scsend.net [mailto:announcements=oakshome.org@bb46.scsend.net]
On Behalf Of Oaks Homeowner Association 
Sent: Saturday, August 06, 2016 4:53 PM 
To: Johnson, Robert
Subject: Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd.)

8/9/2016 City of Los Angeles Mail - FW: Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd.)

HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Sunset and Bronson Office Tower Update (5901 Sunset Blvd)

Introduction

As many of you are aware, a large office building is planned for the corner of Sunset and Bronson. The Oaks 
Homeowners Association has been following the project particularly with respect to its potential impact on the 
intersection of Bronson Avenue and Franklin Avenue. The City of Los Angeles Planning Department voted on April 14, 
2016 to approve the project. Two parties are now appealing that decision and you have an opportunity to comment on 
the appeals before this Tuesday, August 9, 2016.

Overview of Project

The project is a 15 Story office building with 274,000 sq ft of office space and 26,000 sq ft of retail Space. Parking for 
830 vehicles on 7 levels is proposed. The vehicular traffic enters and exits off of Bronson Avenue. The project requires 
a series of legal changes which will allow the building to be larger than allowed by the current zoning.

Planning Department's “Letter of Determination”

As required by State Law, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was completed. The report states several areas of 
significant impact - some are mitigated, and some are not. With regard to traffic, the report states that the project will 
create "significant and unavoidable" impacts on the following intersections: Bronson and Hollywood, Bronson and 
Sunset, the 101 northbound onramp at Hollywood Blvd, and Van Ness and Sunset. The Planning Commission has 
proposed that the city adopt a "Statement of Overriding Consideration” as allowed by law. This statement concludes that 
the benefits in several areas override the unmitigated significant impacts and recommends thatcity council approve the 
project. Benefits cited are principally economic and include jobs created, the creation of new office 
space, and the revitalization of Hollywood.

Appeals

Two parties have appealed the Planning Commission’s Approval. They are appealing to the City Council’s Planning and 
Land Use Committee (PLUM). Their claim is that proposed legal changes to allow this project constitute "spot zoning" -
that is, amending existing legal restrictions to benefit one property owner, which is not allowed by law. They also claim
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that the project is inconsistent with the Hollywood Community Plan and the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan as it is not 
located near a high capacity transit hub. They also claim that the EIR is deficient in 13 areas including traffic analysis.

Whats next

If the appeals are not successful, the project continues on, ultimately to a full city council vote. If the appeals 
are successful, there are a number of issues that might need to be addressed.

You can voice your opinion these ways:

1. Attend the appeal hearing on Tuesday, August 9, 2:30 City Hall, room 350

2. You can email the committee before the hearing date @ 
sharondickenson@lacity.org

Oaks Homeowners Association | PO Box 29155 | Los Angeles | CA | 90029-0155 | US

Unsubscribe from Future Mailings. 
Update your Preferences.
Didn't sign up for this? Report it.

SimplyCas?
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

5901 Sunset Blvd. project

jim fox <jimnterfox@hotmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 3:15 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Re: The 5901 Sunset Blvd. project

Currently there is only one southbound traffic lane on Bronson, are they being required to set back 
their property to add another lane to allow for the extra traffic entering and exiting their seven 
levels of parking. Without such a setback you are going to have a tremendous backup in the 
southbound lane on Bronson.

Jim Fox
5606 Park Oak PI.
Hollywood, CA 90068 
323 462-2272
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LA^ Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>
MS0

Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

Georgia Luber <georgialuber@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 3:31 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Hello-
As a resident of the Los Feliz Oaks, I urge you to stop the excessive building in the Hollywood area. In the last two 
years since all of the major construction began, traffic has been a nightmare on Bronson in both directions from Santa 
Monica to Franklin.
We are often forced to reroute through Fern Dell to get to and from our house-and getting to school near La Brea and 
Sunset is already a thirty minute ordeal on some days. The summertime, with Hollywood Bowl traffic, we are often 
caught in traffic snarls
unlike any others in the recent past, and we have to attribute it to the recent and rapid growth in the area.
Frankly, there is such a thing as a finite amount of space. The proposed project at Bronson and Sunset is too big for the 
neighborhood. To add hundreds of cars and people to an already congested area will directly affect that area's usability 
factor. Until the property owners have
done the proper studies for traffic, congestion etc. please don't approve the building at Sunset and Bronson. Please 
follow the zoning law as it is written and not allow them to change that law to accommodate something that will make 
this neighborhood even more crowded 
than it already is.
Georgia Luber 
5819 Green Oak Drive 
LA 90068
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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

Marco DiMaccio <marcodimaccio@me.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 3:43 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Sharon Dickinson,

I am writing to you so that you may take my opinion into consideration. I appreciate the concerns that some of my 
neighbors have in regard to overdevelopment. I received one of the mass emails that originate from The Oaks Home 
Owners Association which asked for the members to voice their concerns to your office. I do not share the negative 
concerns that some of the more vocal members of my community have in regard to the Sunset Bronson Tower for a 
number of reasons.

First, I feel that a great deal of thought went into this development so I ugly support this type of well designed and 
integrated development to our ever changing community.

Secondly, I am very positive about the development of fresh and positive environments for this area of the city which is 
known all over the world but yet, this area has lagged behind with meaningful development. This is one of many other 
developments that should move forward and I trust that the benefits will be realized only well after it is built. All too often 
the surrounding communities want zero change due to fear and not due to a well thought out plan as this development 
displays.

Please call upon me should there be anything more that I can do so that a balance of voices are heard. I feel that it is 
critical for the city to know that there are many home owners that fully support this project as well as many of the other 
surrounding projects that are up for consideration.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my support for this important development.

Respectfully,

Marco DiMaccio 
5668 Tryon Road 
Los Angeles CA 90068 
213-880-1209
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Carla McMorran <carlymac21@earthlink.net> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 3:48 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Please re-consider your support of the Sunset + Bronson Tower.
Traffic is already a nightmare in Hollywood, this will make it even worse. We have lived in the Oaks for 30 years and 
traffic gets worse by the minute.
Thank you.

Carla McMorran 
McMorran Inc.
Interiors
carlymac21 @earthlink.net 
studio: 323.468.0152 
mobile: 323.428.2821
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Ray Kohler <RKohler@airportassistance.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 3:58 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

As a 35 year resident of the Los Feliz Oaks I have seen too many projects get approval and almost every one of them 
they said would have little or no impact on traffic. This intersection is horrible already and we all know what Sunset is 
like and you don’t want traffic to go south towards the school or for that matter north on Bronson towards Gilson’s and 
Franklin which is already a disaster. With all these green light projects you are making it almost impossible for the Oaks 
residents to get out of our FIOOD.

You have said no to helping us with traffic lights to help at new locations yet continue to green light more and more large 
buildings that impact the very areas that we have asked for your help.

I vote to stop this one.

Ray

Kind regards,

AIRPORT ASSISTANCE

Ray Kohler ♦ Chief Executive Officer

Airport Assistance Worldwide • Leading the industry for 30years with over 400 airports worldwide!

t. +1.310.417.3620 | e. rkohler@airportassistance.com

w. www.airportassistance.com | For easy online booking: Click here

If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the 
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately 
by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

Think before you print.
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Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

Sanlambert@aol.com <Sanlambert@aol.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 5:36 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Dickinson,

I have lived in Bronson Canyon since 1975 and have seen the growth which has lead to bad traffic congestion.

I am OPPOSED to the Bronson Office Tower being larger than allowed by current zoning. I do NOT believe that the 
"benefits in several areas" override the significant impact to the traffic in our area.

The revitalization of Hollywood, in my humble opinion, would consist of getting rid of all the absentee landlords on 
Hollywood Blvd. who own trashy retail businesses but don't care about the neighborhood. The way to revitalize 
Hollywood is to make it more clean, presentable. Take a cue from what Oldtown Pasadena has done - clean, nice 
shops, nice restaurants, all equating to more tourists, more residents shopping here (I spend my money in Glendale or 
Burbank), more tax revenue (economic benefit for the City).

Unfortunately I cannot attend the Aug. 9 hearing, but please add my name to the opposition to any zoning variance. I 
agree with the Appeals: (1) that proposed legal changes to allow this project constitute "spot zoning" -
that is, amending existing legal restrictions to benefit one property owner, which is not allowed by 
law. (2) that the project is inconsistent with the Hollywood Community Plan and the Hollywood 
Redevelopment Plan as it is not located near a high capacity transit hub. Also, that the EIR is 
deficient in 13 areas including traffic analysis.

Respectfully,
Sandra Lambert 
2241 Canyon Drive
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Sunset and Bronson Office Tower

arlene v. <locksleylady@hotmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 6:18 PM
To: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

As a resident of my home on Locksley Place adjacent to Griffith Park for 45 years and now a 
senior,

this proposed construction at Sunset and Bronson will make access to the Hollywood Freeway and 
beyond not just difficult but almost IMPOSSIBLE.

Consider the summer traffic northbound on Franklin crowded with vehicles on the way to the 
Hollywood Bowl. The length of Van Ness from Franklin will become one long onramp to the 
Hollywood Freeway at

Sunset.

Los Feliz Boulevard is already to too blocked/congested to use on the weekends and during rush 
hour. I

can't remember the last time I drove to Glendale because of the terrible congestion made worse by

the Greek Theatre. Weeks ago! When I now go to Glendale, I have to go over the Cahuenga 
Pass

through Burbank. That route will also be blocked to me if this Project is built.

I have a Senior Tap Card but the Red Line Stations at Vine and also Sunset are too far for me as a 
senior to walk. Both Stations are over a mile.

A thorough Traffic Analysis for all the Hills Neighborhoods is beyond necessary- It's imperative. It 
is

wrong for Los Angeles City government including the City Council to trap residents like myself in 
their homes by creating excessive traffic congestion.

Arlene van Breems 

5908 Locksley Place 

Los Angeles 90068
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